
Empty Gestures
Based on the group’s script

director: Sol Garre
set designers: Cayetano Astiaso, Cristina Domínguez, Elisa Cano, Sergio Torres
choreographer: Sol Garre, Małosia Szkandera
music: various artists
opening date: 14/03/2013
running time: 120 min.

cast: Lucía Astigarriaga, Adán Coronado, Sofía Cruz, Sara Gil Sanz, Julia Fournier, Carlos 
Mendoza de Hevia, Manuela Morales, Julia Pedrón, Laura Salido, Víctor Algra, Pablo Gallego, 
Fernando Martin, Albano Matos, Cyprien Rausis

Empty Gestures is a compilation of individual student projects   presented like pictures at an 
exhibition. Through the aid of gestures and movements, the actors reveal the internal causes 
motivating their presence on the stage. The project is an expression of individual artistic 
explorations. It defends each actor’s independence, while also speaking of the need to create a 
community and to reflect on the value of theatre, the role of the actor and how actors are educated 
today.
In the words of the production’s director: “It’s true that art doesn’t have much practical value, but 
it’s also true that it helps us live. Actors can dedicate themselves to art, but unfortunately no one 
can live on love of theatre alone. It’s nobody’s fault that we train them for something that today 
goes by the name of ‘the culture industry’. The most we can do is try to help shape their 
sensibilities, so that they understand who they are and what they’re doing, so that they overcome 
their limitations and learn to think. This won’t make them rich; rather it will introduce them to a 
world of uncertainties, the world in which we all live.”

The Royal School for Dramatic Arts (RESAD) in Madrid was founded in 1831 by Queen 
Maria Cristina of the Two Sicilies. It is the oldest school of its kind in Spain and one of the oldest 
in Europe. It offers a specialized educational program that enables students to excel in all 
theatrical disciplines. The School focuses on the technical, artistic and philosophical development 
of young actors. Since 1992, the School has offered classes in three departments: acting, directing 
and dramaturgy, and stage design. The School also offers a wide range of workshops and 
seminars. RESAD cooperates closely with theatre schools in Europe and South Africa. It is a 
regular guest at the ITSelF festival.


